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ELECTROCHEMBTRY
OIW ON NOBLE MAIS

)

(A paper by Ernestina Paglia Dubini and Enrico Padula, presented
(**) by Livio Cambi, Member)
/'ollowing is a translation of an article in the ItalianTanguage periodical Rendiconti dell' Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei (Class de Scienze fisiche, matematiche, e
naturalij (Reports of the Accadenia Nazionale dei Lincei,
Classes in the Physical, Mathematical and Natural Sciences),

Series VIII, Vol XXVIII, Fauc. 1, Jan 1960, pages 63-68._
1. The research on which we are reporting, as advised by
Professor L. Cambi, is an outgrowth of published inquiries into the
reactions between HON and certain noble metals in the presence of
oxygen, concentrating chiefly on Au and Hh.(1)
We have already referred to the Au/HON electrodes that were
establlahed in buffered hydrocyanic solutions of a given pH.
We were led to extend our experiments by the relative ease
of reproducing these electrodes, and the specificity of tbe_ potentials,
which differ from metal to metal.
The procedures we shall describe have to do with the following metals:
Hg, Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd.
Accurate interpretation of the processes for the electrodes in
4ueetion involves considerable difficulty. In this paper we shall ex.-

pl-in the experimental data which, so far as we know, have not yet
been publishecl by other authors. The hypothesis reuires further erperiment
2. The hydrocyanic electrodes we examined were constituttd cf
the metAl under consideration, insersed in the buffered solutions &t
a &Iver pH, and containing HCN in the concentrations indicated.

Rese).r:h performed at the Metallurgical Chemistry Center of the
-- boel
eearch Council, Milan University.
A, tde eesrion of 16 Janury 1960.
(I

L. Cambi, these "Reports,"

E. Faglia, idem, XXvI,

V

XXIV, 129 (1958); L. Cambi and

428 (1959)
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